Textbooks that “Add Up” to Great Choices for the Latin Classroom

BC Latin Readers’ relatively small size (covering 500–600 lines) makes them ideal to use in combination.

How did the Romans see themselves and their culture? Roman comedy and satire give us tantalizing clues. Introduce students to two genres and six authors (2 comic playwrights + 4 satirists) they’ll not soon forget.
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Cultural Consciousness and Commentary, from Republic to Empire

A Terence Reader by William S. Anderson

A Plautus Reader by John Henderson

A Roman Verse Satire Reader by Catherine C. Keane

Give students an introduction to how views of history are constructed by having them sample two commentators on the events of the Roman Republic whose distinctive approaches will stimulate rousing discussions about what, exactly, is “history.”
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Two Voices on Roman Republican History

A Lucan Reader by Susanna Braund

A Sallust Reader by Victoria Pagán

Five are now available. Fifteen additional Readers are planned for 2010 and beyond. Check http://bolchazy.com/readers for more information.